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DURATION:
Steps 1–3: 30 minutes 

Step 4–6: 50 minutes

MATERIALS:  
Board+chalk; four relationship 
stories (from “Case Studies of 
Relationships in Trouble”), each 
written on a separate sheet.

TO PREPARE:  
Select from the case studies four 
relationship situations that are 
most appropriate for your stu-
dents. Adapt them as needed and 
copy each one onto a separate 
sheet of paper. Find out where a 
person who wants guidance for 
a troubled relationship or who 
is facing a risk of violence in a 
relationship can seek help. (See 
the last question under Step 6).

love troubles

OVERVIEW: Students finish stories about relationships that show signs of trouble and 
reflect on what would make them end a relationship. (Note: Prior to this activity, students 
should have learned about the right to be free from violence in intimate relationships.)

OBJECTIVES: To enable students to identify strategies for dealing with problems in  
relationships and for ending relationships; to identify behaviors they would not tolerate in 
a relationship; to clarify their values about dignity in relationships; to foster collaborative 
learning and increase comfort with public speaking.

INSTRUCTIONS 
1 Explain: 

s� 4ODAY�WE�WILL�EXPLORE�PROBLEMS�IN�RELATIONSHIPS��

s� 7HAT�ARE�SOME�OF�THE�TROUBLES�PEOPLE�COMMONLY�
find in their romantic relationships? [Write 
responses on the board. Examples could include: 
family involvement, communication, unequal 
expectations or commitment, jealousy, and conflicts 
over money or decisionmaking power.] 

2� $IVIDE�THE�CLASS�INTO�FOUR�GROUPS��%XPLAIN��

s� )�WILL�GIVE�EACH�GROUP�THE�BEGINNING�OF�A�STORY�
about a relationship. Each group must decide how 
TO�COMPLETE�THE�STORY��$ECIDE�WHAT�THIS�COUPLE�
should do in light of what would be possible. 

s� 0REPARE�TO�ACT�OUT�YOUR�ENDING�IN�A�SKIT�LESS�THAN�
lVE�MINUTES�LONG��!S�YOU�ARE�WORKING��IMAGINE�
and act out the couple’s conversation. 

s� 4WO�PEOPLE�IN�EACH�GROUP�SHOULD�TAKE�THE�ROLES�OF�
the two partners, and the other students should 
give input or can take on other roles, for example, 
of family members. 

3 Give each group a relationship situation and time 
to prepare. 

4� !SK�ONE�GROUP�TO�ACT�OUT�ITS�STORY��4AKE�A�FEW�
minutes for students to discuss:

s� 7HAT�PROBLEMS�OR�CONmICT�DOES�THIS�COUPLE�HAVE��

s� (OW�DID�THEY�DEAL�WITH�THEIR�PROBLEMS��

s� 7HAT�DO�YOU�THINK�ABOUT�HOW�THE�GROUP�RESOLVED�
the situation? How realistic was this outcome? 

s� $OES�ANYONE�HAVE�ANOTHER�OPTION�TO�SUGGEST�
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5� 0ROCEED�WITH�THE�OTHER�SKITS�IN�THE�SAME�WAY��!LLOW�
about ten minutes per group (skit plus discussion). 

6� #ONCLUDE�BY�FACILITATING�A�DISCUSSION�DRAWING�FROM�
the following questions: 

s� 7HAT�ARE�SOME�SIGNS�THAT�CAN�WARN�OF�TROUBLE�IN�A�
relationship? 

s� 7HAT�CIRCUMSTANCES�MIGHT�KEEP�SOMEONE�IN�A�
relationship that was troubled or violent? (For 
example, children, economic need, shame about 
divorce.) 

s� 3OMETIMES�PEOPLE�END�RELATIONSHIPS��INCLUDING�
MARRIAGES��$O�PEOPLE�TREAT�DIVORCED�MEN�AND�
divorced women in the same way or differently 
from the way they treat married people? [If 
there are differences, ask: Why are they viewed 
differently? How do you feel about that?]

s� 7HAT�CIRCUMSTANCES�OR�BEHAVIOR�WOULD�CAUSE�YOU�
to end a relationship? 

s� 7HERE�CAN�A�PERSON�WHO�IS�AT�RISK�OF�VIOLENCE�IN�
A�RELATIONSHIP�TURN�FOR�HELP��7HERE�CAN�A�PERSON�
turn for help to get support and counseling about 
a troubled relationship?
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case studies of relationships in trouble

Adey and Beto began their relationship in secondary school and now go to separate universities. They are both home 
ON�HOLIDAYS��,AST�NIGHT�THEY�WENT�OUT�WITH�SOME�OTHER�FRIENDS��AND�"ETO�MADE�SOME�COMMENTS�ABOUT�!DEY�THAT�HURT�
HER�FEELINGS��7HEN�SHE�LOOKED�UPSET��HE�SAID�HE�WAS�JUST�KIDDING��,ATER��WHEN�!DEY�ASKED�"ETO�ABOUT�A�WOMAN�HE�KEPT�
mentioning, he admitted that he had had sex with her . . . 

Cala and Daoud have been married for a year. They often have stormy arguments, but they had never come to blows 
UNTIL�ABOUT�A�MONTH�AGO��4HEY�HAD�A�BIG�lGHT�ABOUT�#ALA�S�FAMILY��AND�$AOUD�SLAPPED�HER�A�COUPLE�OF�TIMES��4HE�NEXT�
DAY�HE�WAS�VERY�APOLOGETIC��AND�BROUGHT�HER�A�GIFT��PROMISING�IT�WOULD�NEVER�HAPPEN�AGAIN��"UT�LAST�NIGHT�IT�DID��4HIS�
MORNING�WHEN�#ALA�WOKE�UP��HER�EYE�WAS�BLACK�AND�SWOLLEN�SHUT�������

Elena and Fritz have been dating for several years. They used to have a great time together — they laughed a lot, 
talked about everything, and had an intense physical relationship. Now it seems that they are too used to each other. 
They mostly watch TV and hardly talk anymore. Even their sex life has become routine and infrequent. Elena wonders, 
h7HAT�HAPPENED�TO�THE�LOVE�)�USED�TO�FEEL�v

Grete and Henri started going out about a year ago. Grete is 18 and just beginning her university studies, and Henri 
is 25 and working. Grete is really excited about going to the university and looking forward to making new friends, 
studying hard, and enjoying life on campus. Henri is feeling that he is ready to settle down and start a family. He 
thinks he’d like to marry Grete. He mentioned marriage recently and was stunned at Grete’s reaction. She looked at 
him like he was crazy and said, “I am just starting my studies. I want to enjoy life right now and focus on doing well, 
not get married!”

STUDENT HANDOUTS
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case studies of relationships in trouble

Ivan and Josefa have been partners for more than a year. They both work and like to go out to with their friends. Last 
night, they went to a club. Josefa talked, laughed, and danced with her girlfriends. Ivan danced with a lot of people 
and had an interesting conversation with a woman he had just met. He thought he and Josefa had both had a great 
TIME��BUT�WHEN�THEY�GOT�HOME��*OSEFA�WAS�ANGRY��3HE�SAID��h)�SAW�THE�WAY�YOU�WERE�LOOKING�AT�THAT�WOMAN��$ON�T�TELL�ME�
YOU�WEREN�T�INTERESTED�IN�HER��!ND�THE�WAY�YOU�WERE�DANCING��4RYING�TO�ATTRACT�THE�ATTENTION�OF�EVERYONE�IN�THE�PLACE�v

Kiki, a university student, works part time, but doesn’t earn much. Lisa has a professional job and earns a good salary, 
SO�SHE�PAYS�MOST�OF�THEIR�EXPENSES��+IKI�AND�,ISA�AGREED�THAT�WHEN�POSSIBLE�+IKI�WOULD�BUY�GROCERIES�OR�CONTRIBUTE�
TO�THE�RENT��BUT�THIS�RARELY�HAPPENS��7HEN�+IKI�BUYS�HERSELF�CLOTHING��SHE�TENDS�TO�BUY�EXPENSIVE�THINGS��4HIS�ANNOYS�
,ISA�BECAUSE�SHE�FEELS�SUCH�SPENDING�IS�UNNECESSARY��!�COUPLE�OF�DAYS�AGO��+IKI�GOT�PAID�FOR�SOME�WORK�SHE�DID�OVER�THE�
holidays, and yesterday she went out and spent more than half the money on a computer without discussing it with 
,ISA��7HEN�SHE�CAME�HOME�WITH�IT��,ISA�BECAME�VERY�ANGRY��

Mika and Nobu�ARE�MARRIED�AND�HAVE�THREE�CHILDREN��AGED�ONE��THREE��AND�SIX��7HEN�-IKA�S�MENSTRUAL�PERIOD�WAS�LATE��
SHE�WENT�TO�A�CLINIC�AND�LEARNED�THAT�SHE�WAS�lVE�WEEKS�PREGNANT��7HEN�SHE�HEARD�THE�NEWS��-IKA�FELT�DESPERATE��3HE�
and Nobu barely cope as it is, and money is tight. She was also angry. She suspected that she had become pregnant the 
night Nobu came home drunk and did not use a condom. She told Nobu that she wanted to have an abortion. Nobu 
was stunned. He said, “I know it’s hard, but I don’t want you to do that . . .”
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